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Abstract—In this paper, several feature extraction and channel
compensation techniques found in state-of-the-art speaker verification systems are analyzed and discussed. For the NIST SRE
2006 submission, Cepstral Mean Subtraction, Feature Warping,
RASTA filtering, HLDA, Feature Mapping and Eigenchannel
Adaptation were incrementally added to minimize the system’s
error rate. The paper deals with Eigenchannel Adaptation
in more detail, and includes its theoretical background and
implementation issues. The key part of the paper is however
the post-evaluation analysis, undermining a common myth that
“the more boxes in the scheme, the better the system”. All results
are presented on NIST SRE 2005 and 2006 data.
Index Terms—Speaker recognition, GMM, Feature Warping,
RASTA, HLDA, Feature Mapping, Eigenchannel Adaptation.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In the NIST 2006 Speaker Recognition Evaluation [1], the
Brno University of Technology (BUT) participated with its
own submission and also contributed to systems developed by
the STBU1 consortium. Both the BUT and STBU primary systems were fusions of several individual subsystems, namely:
systems based on Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM) [2], and
systems based on sequence kernel Support Vector Machines
(SVM) classifying either GMM mean supervectors [3] or
vectors constructed from Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) transformations [4], which are transformations
commonly used in speech recognition for speaker adaptation.
In this paper, we provide an analysis of the BUT GMM system
that took part in both the BUT and STBU primary systems,
and which was also submitted as a BUT stand-alone secondary
system. The overall description of the BUT and STBU systems
can be found in [5], [6].
The BUT GMM system is based on a standard Universal Background Model-Gaussian Mixture Modeling (UBMAll authors are with Speech@FIT, Faculty of Information Technology, Brno
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author.
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GMM) paradigm [2] and employs a number of techniques
that have previously proven to improve GMM modeling capability and help fight against the main problem in speaker
verification - diversity in channel and acoustic conditions.
These techniques are: Cepstral Mean Subtraction, Feature
Warping [7], RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) filtering [8], Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA) [9], Feature Mapping [10] and Eigenchannel Adaptation [11]. The aim
of this paper is to analyze the importance of the individual
techniques in terms of their contribution to overall system
performance.
The paper is organized as follows: A detailed description
of the BUT GMM speaker recognition system is provided
in section II. Section III documents building the system and
reports the improvements in performance obtained by adding
individual techniques. Section IV presents our post-evaluation
activity and analyzes the importance of the individual techniques in the full system. The result obtained by fusing the
GMM system with the SVM-based systems are presented in
section V. We conclude the paper in section VI.
II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
A. Features
The features used in the system are Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (13 MFCC coefficients including C0, 20 ms window, 10 ms shift, 23 bands in a Mel filter bank). To compensate
for channel mismatch in different conversations, three simple
feature processing techniques were successively applied: the
cepstral mean over the whole conversation is subtracted from
the features, Feature Warping [7] (3 sec window, warping
into a normal distribution) is applied and finally temporal
trajectories of individual feature vector coefficients are filtered
using a standard RASTA filter [8]2 . After this processing,
each feature vector is augmented with its first, second and
third order derivatives. This results in 52 dimensional feature
vectors containing information about the context of 13 frames.
B. Segmentation
At this stage, non-speech frames are discarded and only
speech frames are considered in the following stages of training models and verification. Speech/non-speech segmentation
is performed by our Hungarian phoneme recognizer [12],
2 Cepstral Mean Subtraction has no effect after the application of Feature
Warping and RASTA filtering as both techniques also ensure the mean
removal. However, it will be interesting to see the effectiveness of these
techniques compared to Cepstral Mean Subtraction alone.
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where all phoneme classes are linked to speech classes.
A postprocessing with two rules based on the short time
energy of the signal is applied: 1) If the average energy in
a speech segment is 30dB less than the maximum energy in
the conversation side, then the segment is labeled as silence.
2) If the energy in the opposite conversation side3 is bigger
than the maximum energy minus 3dB in the processed side,
the segment is also labeled as silence.
C. HLDA
As the next step, we have employed Heteroscedastic Linear
Discriminant Analysis (HLDA), which is also in common
use in speech recognition systems. HLDA provides a linear
transformation that can de-correlate the features and reduce
the dimensionality while preserving the discriminative power
of features. The theory of HLDA is described in detail in [9],
[13]. HLDA needs classes to estimate its class-covariance
statistics (which are then used to estimate the transformation
matrix). For this purpose, GMM with 2048 Gaussian components is trained on test data from SRE2004 and the feature
frames aligned with individual GMM mixture components
are considered as classes. HLDA transformation reducing the
dimensionality from 52 to 39 is estimated. GMM is then
updated in the new HLDA space (by projecting collected classcovariance and mean statistics through HLDA transformation).
Features are also projected into HLDA space and GMM
is re-estimated (still only on SRE2004 test data) by few
additional Expectation-Maximization (EM) iterations to obtain
the Universal Background Model (UBM).
D. Feature Mapping
To further compensate for channel mismatch, Feature Mapping [10] was applied to all enrollment and test conversations.
Feature Mapping requires a set of models, each adapted from
UBM using data of particular acoustic condition (channel).
We have used 14 such models: 6 models were adapted for
3 channels (cell,cord,stnd) and 2 genders given the labels
from 2004 test data. The remaining 8 models were initially
adapted for 4 channels (cdma, cord, elec, gsmc) and 2 genders
using the TNO Feature Mapping labels used in SRE-2005.
However, these 8 models were then iteratively used to recluster the training data in an unsupervised fashion and again
adapted using the new clustering (20 iterations lead to stable
clustering) [14].
E. Training speaker model and verification
Each speaker model is obtained by a traditional relevance
Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) adaptation [15] of UBM using
enrollment conversation. Only means are adapted with a
relevance factor τ = 19.
In the verification phase, standard Top-N Expected Log
Likelihood Ratio (ELLR) scoring [15] is used to obtain a
verification score, where N = 10 in our system. However,
for each trial, both the speaker model and UBM are adapted
3 In NIST SRE2006 evaluations, our system participated only in the primary
condition, where two separate recordings for the two sides of each phone
conversation are available.
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to the channel of test conversation using simple Eigenchannel
Adaptation [11] prior to computing the log likelihood ratio
score. Note, that when T-norm [16] is used to normalize the
score, each T-norm model is also adapted to the channel of
relevant tested conversation.
F. Eigenchannel subspace estimation
We adopted the term ‘eigenchannel’ as used in speaker
recognition from Kenny [17]. It was introduced to the NIST
SRE by SDV in 2004 [11], revisited by Kenny and Vogt [18]
in SRE 2005, and again by several sites in various forms in
SRE 2006.
Let supervector be a M D dimensional vector constructed
by concatenating all GMM mean vectors and normalized by
corresponding standard deviations. M is the number if Gaussian mixture components in GMM and D is dimensionality
of features. Before Eigenchannel Adaptation can be applied,
we must identify directions in which the supervector is mostly
affected by a changing channel. These directions, which we
will refer to as eigenchannels, are defined by columns of
M D × R matrix V, where R is the chosen number of
eigenchannels (R = 30 in our system). The matrix V is given
by R eigenvectors of average within class covariance matrix,
where each class is represented by supervectors estimated on
different segments spoken by the same speaker.
More precisely, we have selected all (310) speakers from
NIST SRE2004 data for which at least two conversations
are available. For each speaker, i, and all his conversations,
j = 1, . . . , Ji , UBM is adapted to obtain a supervector,
sij . The corresponding speaker average supervector given by
P Ji
si =
j=1 sij /Ji is subtracted from each supervector, sij ,
and resulting vectors form columns of M D × J matrix S,
where J is the number of all conversations from all selected
speakers (J = 2961 in our case). Eigenchannels (columns of
matrix V) are given by R eigenvectors of M D ×M D average
within speaker covariance matrix4 J1 SST corresponding to
R largest eigenvalues. Unfortunately, for our system, where
M D = 2048 × 39 = 79872, direct computation of these
eigenvectors is unfeasible. A possible solution is to compute
eigenvectors, V0 , of J × J matrix J1 ST S; eigenchannels
are then given by V = SV0 . In case the maximum aposteriori (MAP) criterion is used for Eigenchannel adaptation
(see below), the length of each eigenchannel must be also
normalized to the average within speaker standard deviation of
supervectors along the direction of the eigenchannel (i.e. each
eigenvector obtained in the previous step must be multiplied
by the square root of the corresponding eigenvalue). This
normalization is irrelevant in the case of maximum likelihood
(ML) criterion.
G. Eigenchannel Adaptation
Once the eigenchannels are identified, a speaker model (or
UBM) can be adapted to the channel of a test conversation by
shifting its supervector in the directions given by eigenchannels to better fit the test conversation data. Mathematically,
4 Note that matrix 1 SST is a true covariance matrix as the zero mean
J
over columns of S is guaranteed by the subtraction of the speaker average
supervectors described above.
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this can be expressed as finding the channel factors, x, that
maximize the following MAP criterion:
p(O|s + Vx)N (x; 0, I),

(1)

where s is a supervector representing the model to be adapted 5,
p(O|s + Vx) is the likelihood of the test conversation given
the adapted supervector (model) and N (·; 0, I) denotes a
normally distributed vector. Assuming a fixed occupation of
the Gaussian mixture components by test conversation frames,
ot , t = 1, . . . , T , it can be shown [11] that x maximizing
criterion (1) is given by:
x = A−1

M
X

T
Vm

m=1

T
X

γm (t)

t=1

ot − µ m
,
σm

(2)

where Vm is M ×R part of matrix V corresponding to the mth
mixture component, γm (t) is the probability of occupation
mixture component m at time t, µm and σ m are the mixture
component’s mean and standard deviation vectors and
A=I+

M
X
m=1

T
Vm
Vm

T
X

γi (t).

(3)

t=1

In our implementation, occupation probabilities, γm (t), are
computed using UBM and assumed to be fixed for given test
conversation. This allows us to pre-compute matrix A−1 only
once for each test conversation. For each frame, only TopN occupation probabilities are assumed not to be zero. In
the following ELLR scoring, only the same top-N mixture
components are also considered. All these facts ensure that
adapting and scoring different speaker or T-norm models on a
test conversation can be performed very efficiently.
Eigenchannel Adaptation can be also performed by maximizing ML criterion instead of MAP criterion. This corresponds to dropping the prior term, N (x; 0, I), in criterion (1)
and term I in equation 3. In our experiments, there is always
enough adaptation data (test conversations contain approximately 2.5 minutes of speech) making the prior term in
MAP criterion negligible. Therefore, we have not found any
differences in performance when using the two criteria.
Our system uses a very simple scheme of modeling channel
variability that affects only the verification phase. However,
more sophisticated schemes can be considered. In [19] the
verification phase is equivalent to that described here, however,
modeling channel variability is considered also in training
speaker models. This may become important especially when
speaker models are trained using more than one enrollment
conversation.
A very elaborate scheme can be found in [17], where modeling channel variability is considered in all phases: training
background model, training speaker models and verification.
Instead of finding eigenvectors, channel subspace V is obtained also by maximizing MAP criterion similar to (1). For
enrollment data, instead of finding MAP point estimates of
model parameters, posterior probabilities of model parameters
are considered and integrated over to obtain the likelihood
score for a test conversation.
5 Note again that by our definition, a supervector is a mean supervector
normalized by the corresponding standard deviations.
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III. B UILDING

THE SYSTEM

In the following experiments, results will be presented for
“1-side training, 1-side test, all trials” condition from SRE2005
NIST evaluation, which we have used for system development,
and for primary condition (1-side training, 1-side test, English
only trials) from SRE2006 NIST evaluation. In the tables,
results are presented in terms of EER (Equal Error Rate) and
min
CDet
as defined by SRE2006 NIST evaluation rules [1]. For
SRE2006 primary condition, performances are also presented
in the form of DET (Detection Error Tradeoff) curves.
Table I and figure 1 document the process of building our
system. It shows line-by-line the improvements in performance
obtained by successively adding different techniques. Our
starting point was GMM system with 2048 Gaussian mixture
components, features were 13 MFCC coefficients augmented
with their deltas and processed by cepstral mean subtraction.
The error rate of this system is very high and is almost
halved by simply adding RASTA filtering. Replacing RASTA
with Feature Warping improved the performance; however,
a further small gain was obtained from the combination of
both techniques. The application of RASTA filtering on top
of Feature Warping appeared to be slightly more advantageous than doing it in the opposite order. In the next two
steps, features were also augmented with double-delta and
triple-delta coefficients. While adding double-deltas is clearly
beneficial for both SRE2005 and SRE2006 evaluation sets,
the advantage of adding triple-deltas, which we have seen
during development on SRE2005 data, was not confirmed on
SRE2006.
The following three steps, each significantly improving
the system performance, were: projection of 52 dimensional
features into 39 dimensional HLDA space, application of our
14 classes Feature Mapping and Eigenchannel Adaptation.
So far, all the presented results were obtained without
normalizing the verification scores by any standard technique, such as T-normalization or Z-normalization (Z-norm/Tnorm) [16]. As can be seen in Table I, T-norm was not effective
in improving the performance of our full system. We have
also experimented with Z-norm and ZT-norm, nevertheless,
results obtained with all normalization techniques were mixed
and unconvincing. This contradicted the conclusions drawn
in [17], [18], [19], where Z-norm or ZT-norm was found
necessary for making channel variability modeling techniques
really effective.
Most of GMM based speaker verification systems, for which
the results are published by various sites, use less than 2048
Gaussian components. The last line of table I show results
for a system with the usual number of only 512 Gaussian
components, which is otherwise identical to our full system.
It can be seen that the performance of a 2048 component
system is superior to this smaller one.
IV. P OST- EVALUATION ANALYSIS
In the previous section, we have shown how adding individual techniques improves system performance. However, it will
be even more interesting to see whether and how the individual
techniques are important in the full system.
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MFCC+∆, CMS, 2048 G.
+ RASTA
+ Feature Warping
+ ∆∆
+ ∆∆∆
+ HLDA (52→39)
+ Feature Mapping
+ Eigenchannel Adapt.
+ T-norm
Full system, 512 Gauss.

SRE2005
min
EER CDet
26.6%
.089
14.3%
.055
12.4%
.052
11.2%
.047
10.6%
.047
9.7%
.042
7.3%
.033
4.6%
.020
4.6%
.020
4.9%
.026
TABLE I

SRE2006
min
EER CDet
23.8%
.088
11.8%
.059
10.0%
.051
9.1%
.049
9.3%
.048
8.2%
.041
6.2%
.032
4.0%
.020
4.0%
.018
4.7%
.024

T HE IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE OBTAINED BY
ADDING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES .

with Feature Warping and RASTA
no No Weature Warping
no RASTA
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Fig. 2.
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Full system
No RASTA
No Feature Warping

2048 Gauss., 13 MFCC + delta, CMS
with RASTA
with Feature Warping
with Feature Warping and RASTA
+ double delta
+ triple delta
+ HLDA (52 to 39 dim. reduction)
+ Feature mapping (14 classes)
+ Eigenchannel Adaptation
512 instead of 2048 Gaussians
+ T−norm

20

40

The importance of RASTA filtering and Feature Warping.
System

5

2

0.5

SRE2005
min
EER CDet
4.5%
.019
4.4%
.019
5.1%
.020

SRE2006
min
EER CDet
3.8%
.020
3.8%
.019
4.3%
.021

TABLE II
T HE IMPORTANCE OF RASTA AND F EATURE WARPING .

Table II and figure 2 present results obtained with the
baseline full system6 and two of its modifications leaving out
either RASTA filtering or Feature Warping. While Feature
Warping turns out to be an important part of the system,
leaving out RASTA filtering even slightly improves the system
performance. This may support the conclusions in [8], where
RASTA was found to discard important speaker information
lying under its cut-off frequency and a filter more appropriate
for speaker verification was designed.

stage. The dimensionality reduction from 52 to 39 was chosen
as exactly the same scheme had already been proven to be
effective for speech recognition [20]. Since it was not clear
whether this scheme is optimal for our speaker verification
system, reductions to various dimensionalities were examined
and the best results were obtained without any dimensionality
reduction7 (last line of Table III).
The situation is different in the right half of Table III,
where Feature Mapping and Eigenchannel Adaptation are
used. Performances of systems using HLDA are still superior to the one that leaves HLDA out; however, the system
with dimensionality reduction outperforms the one without
reduction. The possible explanation is that the significant
increase in GMM (and supervector) size makes it impossible
to robustly estimate eigenchannels given the limited number
of supervectors available for their estimation. The summary of
HLDA and MLLT results can be also found in figure 3.

B. Analyzing the effect of HLDA

C. Eigenchannels vs. Feature Mapping

The left half of Table III shows the effect of HLDA for
systems without the following Feature Mapping and Eigenchannel Adaptation. The first two results (already presented
in Table I) demonstrate the effectiveness of HLDA at this

The left half of Table IV and dotted DET curves in figure 4
show the effect of Feature Mapping for systems without
the following Eigenchannel Adaptation. The first two results
(already presented in Table I) demonstrate the effectiveness

6 System with 2 Gender Feature Mapping (see below) is used as a baseline
system in this experiment for efficiency reasons.

7 HLDA without dimensionality reduction is often referred to as a Maximum
Likelihood Linear Transform (MLLT) [21]
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Fig. 1. DET curves showing improvement in successive adding different
techniques.

A. The importance of RASTA and Feature Warping
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System
No HLDA
HLDA 52 → 39
HLDA 52 → 52

Without channel comp.
SRE2005
SRE2006
min
min
EER CDet
EER CDet
10.6%
.047
9.3%
.048
9.7%
.042
8.2%
.041
8.7%
.038
7.5%
.037
OF

With channel comp.
SRE2005
SRE2006
min
min
EER CDet
EER CDet
5.1%
.024
5.0%
.025
4.5%
.019
3.8%
.020
4.6%
.023
4.2%
.021

TABLE III
HLDA ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE .
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T HE EFFECT
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14 classes FM + Eigenchannel Adapt.
14 classes FM only
2 gender FM + Eigenchannel Adapt.
2 gender FM only
Eigenchannel Adaptation only
no FM, no Eigenchannel Adaptation

0.5

no HLDA with FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.
no HLDA no FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.
HLDA 52 → 39 with FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.
HLDA 52 → 39 no FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.
HLDA 52 → 52 with FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.
HLDA 52 → 52 no FM and Eigenchannel Adapt.

0.2
0.1
20

40

Fig. 3. The effect of HLDA and MLLT (HLDA without dimensionality
reduction) on system performance.

of Feature Mapping at this stage. In the third line, the
performance of a system using Feature Mapping based on only
two models adapted on male and female specific data is shown.
This allows us to compensate for the fact that our system uses
only a single UBM instead of the usual approach where two
genders are handled separately using two UBMs. Although
such 2-gender Feature Mapping significantly outperforms the
system leaving Feature Mapping out, it still reaches only about
half of the gain in performance compared to 14 classes Feature
Mapping used in our final system.
The right half of Table IV and solid DET curves in figure 4
show similar results for systems applying also Eigenchannel Adaptation. We can see that without Feature Mapping,
Eigenchannel Adaptation causes an impressive improvement in
system performance (more than 50% relative in both EER and
min
CDet
points). There is no advantage in using Feature Mapping
after the Eigenchannel Adaptation is applied, which allows
us to simplify the verification system considerably by leaving
Feature Mapping out. In fact, the use of our 14 classes Feature
Mapping causes even slight degradation in the performance. It
was surprising for us that even 2-gender Feature Mapping did
not turn out to be effective, as eigenchannels are not trained to
model the directions of differences between male and female
specific models.
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Fig. 4.
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The importance of Feature Mapping and Eigenchannel Adaptation.
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Fig. 5. The dependency of EER on the number of eigenchannels used for
adaptation.

D. Number of eigenchannels
The number of eigenchannels was chosen to be R = 30 for
our system submitted to SRE2006 NIST evaluations. Figure 5
shows the dependency of EER on the number of eigenchannels
used for adaptation. A similar trend has also been observed
min
for CDet
values. It can be seen that our system is not very
sensitive to the exact selection of the number of eigenchannels.
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System
No Feature Mapping
14 classes Feature Mapping
2-gender Feature Mapping

Without Eigenchannel Adapt.
SRE2005
SRE2006
min
min
EER
CDet
EER CDet
9.7%
.042
8.2%
.041
7.3%
.033
6.2%
.032
8.5%
.037
7.6%
.036

6

With Eigenchannel Adapt.
SRE2005
SRE2006
min
min
EER CDet
EER CDet
4.6%
.019
3.8%
.020
4.6%
.020
4.0%
.020
4.5%
.019
3.8%
.020

TABLE IV
T HE IMPORTANCE OF F EATURE M APPING AND E IGENCHANNEL A DAPTATION .

System
no T-n., no RASTA, no FM, 50 EA
R ESULTS OF THE

SRE2005
min
EER CDet
4.4%
.017

SRE2006
min
EER CDet
3.6%
.018

STBU1−U (adapted)
STBU1−N (non−adapted)
BUT01
BUT02
GMM (BUT03)
GMM with T−norm
SVM−GMM
SVM−GMM with T−norm
SVM−MLLR
SVM−MLLR with T−norm

40

TABLE V

FINAL TUNED AND SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM .

V. F USING

WITH

SVM

BASED SYSTEMS

The performance of the GMM system was also tested in
combination with speaker recognition systems based on a
different classification paradigm – Support Vector Machines
(SVM). Figure 6 contains a summary of results for SRE2006
primary condition. Results are presented for BUT stand-alone
systems as well as for fused systems that were BUT and STBU
submissions into the SRE2006 NIST evaluations.
These systems (from the worst to the best) are:
• SVM-MLLR, where MLLR and constrained MLLR (CMLLR) speaker adaptation matrices from a speech recognition system are classified by SVM. Two variants are
shown: with and without T-norm
• SVM-GMM, where GMM supervectors are classified by
SVMs. Two variants are shown: with and without T-norm
• GMM is the full system described in this paper. Two
variants (already presented in Table I) are shown: with
and without T-norm
• BUT02 is a fusion of 3 systems: GMM, SVM-GMM and
SVM-MLLR, all with T-norm applied
• BUT01 (BUT primary system) is a fusion of 6 systems:
GMM, SVM-GMM and SVM-MLLR, each in two variants: with and without T-norm
• STBU1-N is fusion of 10 systems from the partners in
the STBU consortium.
• STBU1-U (STBU primary system) is fusion of the same
10 systems, plus one more SVM-GMM system implementing unsupervised adaptation to test data according
to SRE2006 NIST evaluation rules [1].
A detailed description of different systems can be found in [5],
[6]. The fusion was performed using linear logistic regression
implemented in the FoCal toolkit8 and it is also described and
commented on in [6].
VI. C ONCLUSION
BUT GMM system contains nothing more than techniques
that were already published – its main contribution is in a
thorough analysis and discussion of these techniques in a full
speaker recognition system. Starting in the feature extraction,
8 www.dsp.sun.ac.za/∼nbrummer/focal/
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Fusion of GMM system with SVM based systems.

the main conclusion is that RASTA did not help in the full
system. On the other hand, HLDA significantly improved its
performances, although we know that there is still work to
be done (different dimensionality reductions examined with
the full system, not using triple-deltas, etc.). In fighting the
channel variability, even the simple Eigenchannel Adaptation
turned out to be very effective, erasing the advantages of Feature Mapping, which is actually not important when applied
together with Eigenchannel Adaptation. Table V presents the
results of the final tuned and simplified system, containing
50 eigenchannels, no T-norm, no RASTA and no Feature
Mapping. All the conclusions may, however, not hold for other
than 1-side training, 1-side test condition examined in this
work. Our current and future work aims at these conditions as
well as at using the described GMM system as an excellent
baseline for further experiments.
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